Hello & Welcome everyone to our monthly Newsletter.
After hearing back from a couple of publishers after sending out
twice to six in total, we have decided not to waste any more time
waiting for offers as we are sure they will eventually come to us.
The offers we have had are not suitable enough to negotiate,
and we have sadly turned them down.
Kassie has made the discision to register her own publishing company, to publish her own
books and sell them on the House Of Short Stories Website, our publishing company is also
called House Of Short stories. Publishing.
We are about to launch our Publishing Company on the Website with our wonderful Web
Designers Sarah & Kyle, Thankyou to them both for all they do to keep us on line and
updated, they will be designing us more pages to grow our website, to house our Books
Stories, and Illustrations from the books going into the gallery.
Please take a look at the new stories that are available in the new books content, as they
become available. With Minty in new adventures while meeting new friends.
The new content contains our new book range, called Picture Books For Small Children the
first of which is with the printer now.
In a move and concept away from Minty and her friends, we have our new book called
“Chester the lovable hound.”
Which is a photography based book, using Camera Art. It will be our first to be on sale soon.
To buy from our website selling page. On PayPal or card sale?

Then both of the Original Mischievous Minty book that has been rewritten and the Picture
book one. Let’s meet Minty and her friends for smaller children are going to go to the printer
to go on sale.
Followed by Miley Millone another photography based book, using Camera Art.
Kassie has been busy and is now writing for book 8, and still illustrating the others. They
will go on sale in pairs one for older children and one for younger, so that no one misses out.
Whether it is mums & dads reading to their little ones the older books, that are full of
adventures and new friends. No matter whether you are young or old they are suitable for a
good read, so please follow along as they become available on-line to buy.
Please let us know what you think of the website in a review, on the website.
We look forward to hearing from you, with love from Minty & Porschie. xx
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